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Introduction

A range of tools and concepts for environmental protection and improvement have been developed with the idea that globalization may not include the environmental impacts of the decision affecting resource consumption and waste production. One of them is the concept of green productivity which considers environmental protection and economic development together (Selledurai, Nachimuta, Santhi, 2006). Productivity is; resources in the production of goods and services that meet the needs and requirements of its users - labor, capital, land, material, energy, time, information, etc. - Effective and active use. (Prokopenko and North, 1996). Environmental sensitivity in all kinds of markets provides competitive advantage and advantage (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018). Environmentally friendly businesses are recognized and appreciated by consumers through environmentally friendly symbols and awards (Emgin and Türk, 2004; Emhan, 2007). Nowadays, businesses, which operate in the sector they are sensitive to environmental problems without being aware of the fact that they cannot survive (Atay and Dilek, 2013: 204). Depending on the sensitivity of the consumers in this context, companies with a social responsibility understanding make the production methods and processes more environmentally friendly, environmentally friendly or green products are placed on the market, and they include messages describing their sensitivity to the environment in their advertisements and other promotion studies (Özkaya, 2010). In accordance with this changing approach businesses have to take and implement the environmental dimension of all kinds of activities to their
business strategies and long-term plans (Atay and Dilek, 2013). At first glance, it may be seen as an increase in production costs due to new investments, but in the global market, this will be reflected on the productivity as a result of its competitive advantage.

**Green Productivity in Global Market**

In recent years, it is observed that managers use traditional products and use green products to provide competitive advantage in international trade. The number of consumers who prefer green in the global market has increased and this has enabled companies to gain competitive advantage (Özkaya, 2010). Environmentally conscious businesses, with the sense of social responsibility to both environmentally friendly customers to compete and to provide competitive advantage have turned to various green business strategies (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018). There are many customers who make their purchase decisions according to their environment friendship (Vahrenkamp and Kotzab 2012). Swiftly developing globalization has brought with it many common external problems such as environmental pollution, global warming, climate change, biodiversity reduction, poverty, financial instability. (Abdiramov, 2016) Thanks to this understanding, marketing of environmentally friendly products has been started with green marketing techniques (Türkoğlu, 2016).

Being able to enter national and international markets and to be permanent in these markets and to gain a superior competitive advantage against competitors cannot be provided by known old methods (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018). The concept of productivity, which has gained a new definition with the changing socio-economic conditions and natural balances, protect the natural life and environment as well as the economic and organizational capabilities, provide a good life and working conditions for the employees, use the conditions and resources in the most rational way (Erginel, Özsever and Gençoğlu, 2009) includes a competitive advantage in the global market. The increase in customer potential provides a competitive advantage in the global market (Önce and Marangoz, 2012). Therefore, this condition is ensured and it has a function to increase the welfare of an enterprise or nation by creating additional income (Metin, 2001). Business economists united around the idea that efficiency projections for the national economy are the starting point for determining the growth rate of the national economy and the market potential of individual enterprises (Köksal, 2001). Operators are now facing pressures to reduce the environmental impacts from other stakeholders (society and government) as well as the pressures to increase profitability from shareholders and increase productivity. At this point, green productivity comes out in the form of meeting the demands of both pressure sides (Selledurai, Nachimuta, Santhi, 2006).
Efficiency is the effective use of the resources used in the production of various goods and services (Kartal and Kutlar 2004). The efficiency means the creation of value to the processes, sources, consumers, workers, employers, business owners and the society in general (Prokopenko & North, 1996). The equipment and materials used in the period between the environmentally friendly product and the conversion from the raw material stage to the product stage must have an environmentally friendly, energy-saving and resource-saving technology (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018). Green productivity means doing more work by using less raw materials. For this, it is required to find out the characteristics of "using less" and "working more" (Shireman, 2003). Generally it is measured as output produced per unit input. This definition of efficiency is different from the technical efficiency concept in engineering. Managers also use this definition for productivity.

The concept of efficiency is a criterion that expresses the effective functioning of the system in such a way as to increase the amount of output without any increase in inputs (Metin, 2001). According to the Asian Productivity Organization (APO), the concept is based on the following three basic principles to ensure ecological sustainability:

1. **Sustainable Usage of Natural Resources**: It means not to consume natural resources faster than the rate of self-renewal or reproduction of these resources. If the resource used is non-renewable (nonrenewable / finite sources: limited, finite source), sustainability will mean not to consume these resources faster than the rate of substitution of substitutes. Green efficiency has the purpose of effective use of natural resources. Increased efficiency results in the protection and sustainable use of natural resources.

2. **Conservation of Ecological Balance**: means not to pollute the environment in quantities exceeding the capacity of the environment to self-clean and eliminate waste. As it interrupts many ecological processes that provide pollution, clean air and water, it lowers the quality of food included in the food chain. Green productivity aims to protect the ecological processes that create the ecological balance with the objectives of pollution prevention and decrease.

3. **Conservation of Biodiversity**: Plants and animals are a value in their own right, but because they play an important role in the preservation of the ecological balance, they ensure the survival of human life and the source of the nutrients and the other products we use. Genetic compositions of plants and animals are also the genetic source of nutrients, medicines and other beneficial products. Green productivity targets conservation of biodiversity via more efficient use of the environment and resources and by minimizing pollution.
As an activity criterion, high efficiency indicates that production inputs are fully used and waste is minimized. Effectiveness, on the other hand, means that the outputs (activities and processes) obtained contribute to the achievement of the specific objectives of the organization, which may be to meet the needs of the customers and to satisfy them, to achieve business objectives or to achieve the social, economic and ecological objectives of the society (Prokopenko and North, 1996).

Consumers should prefer products based on environmental sensitivities in the global market and provide companies with a competitive advantage in the global market. These companies, which are able to reach to higher amount of consumers, do not find it harder to find a market and they get higher efficiency.

**Sustainable Green Product**

It can be said that the most important benefit of green accounting applications is to be able to apply resource management effectively and efficiently (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018). During the production process the raw materials and energy used in the production process cause harmful waste for the environment. Sustainable enterprises need to produce environmentally sensitive green products to destroy these harmful effects against the environment. (Çelik, et al. 2016). Green product is expected to have these properties (Moisander, 2007).

- It should not be dangerous to human health.
- It should not harm the environment during manufacturing, use or elimination.
- It should not consume excessive amounts of energy and other resources during manufacture, use or elimination.
- It should not cause unnecessary waste due to excessive packaging or short life.
- It should not require unnecessary use and should be produced without animal torture.
- Materials that are harmful to the environment and the universe should not be used.

According to the results obtained for the relationship between environmental sustainability activities and business success indicators, it is stated that all activities of enterprises related to environmental sustainability lead to positive changes on the business success indicators. (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018).

**Green Price**

Green strategy applications of enterprises will cause additional costs in the first place. These additional costs can be transferred to the consumer in a transparent manner and their support can be taken. In a situation where the demand for the
product is price sensitive, a lower price will encourage the consumer to take the durum green product. In cases that the price is not changed, the environmental characteristics of the product should be highlighted. In cases where the price of the product is higher, attention should be paid to the promotion and promotion of the product (Çelik, et al., 2016). It has been observed that there is a significant and positive relationship between the marketing and financing activities implemented in the framework of environmental sustainability and product prices (Şenocak and Mohan Bursali, 2018). Some conditions must be met for the success of green product differentiation by enterprises. First, the company should be able to determine the presence of customers who are willing to pay higher prices for an environmentally friendly product. Second, the product should be able to be told to consumers in a convincing way that it is environmentally friendly. Third, it must be able to protect himself against imitators long enough to make a profit from its investment (Reinhardt, 2008).

**Green Delivery**

It is claimed that material production should be reduced in order to minimize negative environmental and social impacts caused by production (O'Connor, 2000). Developing economies' thinking about new products and continuously increasing consumption and consumption's turning into a life philosophy empowers the "consumption society" thought. Less shipping means less damage to the environment. For this reason, brands that work with a large number of suppliers to reach millions of consumers and make miles by miles can reduce both carbon emissions and reduce operational costs by optimizing distribution and transportation. (Çelik, et al. 2016).

**Green Promotion**

Since green marketing is not a profit, businesses need to allocate a budget for advertising and other promotional activities. The most current and effective way for a business to convey its message to the consumer is to use advertising and public relations from promotional tools. Businesses should convey their sensitivity to protecting consumers, the environment and natural resources, and green marketing activities through these promotion tools (Çelik, et al. 2016). It is known that increasing the education and awareness levels of consumers and increasing the preferability of green products in products and applications (Vahrenkamp and Kotzab 2012) as well as increasing the firms' ability to develop in this area (Sadowski, 2010). In order to ensure that the brand is able to place in the mind of the consumer and to increase its prefer ability, its image must be consistent, brand discourses in the promotional campaigns should be consistent with what the brand actually presents to the consumer and the brand promise must match the expectations of the consumer (Kardeş, 2011). According to the results acquired for the relationship between environmental sustainability activities and business
success indicators, it is stated that all activities of enterprises related to environmental sustainability pioneered to positive changes on the business success indicators. (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018).

**Green Research-Development**

One of the most important responsibilities for the protection of the environment and ensuring the natural balance is the R & D activities of the environment (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018). Green R & D activities are an important process that involves the use of production tools that reduce the negative effects of the products and services on the environment, the methods of the relationship of the enterprise with the environment, the activity scales and product designs (Klassen, 2000). There was a positive and meaningful relationship found between Green R&D activities and all success indicators of the business (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018).

**Green Marketing**

Green marketing, also known as green marketing means the inclusion of dimensions related to natural environment in marketing activities (Crane, 2000). Today's industry is focused on grabbing attention and persuading (Bauman, 2012). The use of green production opportunities by enterprises to choose green products, from suppliers to consumers in the whole process of choosing the appropriate activities for the environment has caused the emergence of green marketing concept. Thanks to green marketing, the harm to the environment is minimized and the interests and needs of environmentally conscious consumers can be met (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018). Businesses should identify their marketing strategies as green products and make the necessary analyzes before putting the product on the market. If the green product discrimination cannot be carried out successfully, it can be said that the marketing strategy of the enterprise will be affected negatively (Reinhardt, 2008).

While the trust of the society in the enterprises decreases, the stakeholders are more detailed in the decision-making processes related to the enterprises (Argenti and Druckenmiller, 2004). The development of a separate marketing strategy for the environment and additional resources for the environment is seen as an additional cost for the enterprises. Yet, businesses should prefer to obtain long-term gains and long-term strategies and policies instead of short-term gains on this issue. (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018). Green marketing strategy is an environment-oriented marketing strategy as well as a modern approach targeting the human element (Ekinci, 2007). Green products and services is more than a marketing strategy and to be defined as the producer of green life quality (Emgin and Türk, 2004). Business world, innovative product design and responsible marketing approach to consumer preferences are directed towards positive ways (Deloitte, 2007). Most of
the companies engaged in import and export in the international field are obliged to have environmental management standard certificates in order to sell the products they produce and to open new markets in line with these decisions (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018).

**Green Economy**

As a result of the simultaneous financial and economic crises that occurred in many countries in 2008, the United Nations Environment Program (2011) started to use the concept of green economy in the meetings of major international organizations such as the Organization for Economic Development and Cooperation (OECD) and G20. The definition of green economy is a clean, environmentally friendly economy that promotes human welfare and social equality while trying to significantly reduce environmental risks and ecological shortages. Public and private investments, which increase income and employment, reduce carbon emissions and environmental pollution, increase energy and resource efficiency and prevent the loss of biological diversity and ecosystem, are expected to be realized within the framework of green economy (Abdiraimov, 2016). Obligations, environmental management standard certificates that it must be encouraged to encourage enterprises to be more sensitive to environmental issues (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018). Green economy can be called economic activities and systems with renewable energy, convertible waste, financial continuity, eco-innovation for human and ecosystem services (Allen and Clou, 2012). The green economy is defined as a concept that results in social equality (Üstünsik, 2014).

The purpose of economic development is increasing the standard of living of people by providing more goods and services to the increasing population. The fast and unplanned consumption of resources in this unlimited production, which is aimed at raising the standard of living of mankind, also prevents the investments required for the development of future generations (Tıraş, 2012). As in all areas of the world, the intensity and conditions of competition in industry are changing. Increasing productivity, making innovations, differentiating, branding has become a prerequisite for survival. The understanding of green economy is based on the principle of protecting the environment and the concepts of economic growth in a long-term and cooperative manner. The starting point of the green economy is the understanding of sustainable development (Üstünsik, 2014). For this reason, green economy is one of the most important applications for the competitive advantage of enterprises.

**Green Management**

Green business means little damage to ecological equilibrium, even focusing on alternatives that will completely eliminate this loss, choosing suppliers with this mentality, taking green products or services beyond being a marketing strategy and
being the creator of green life quality (Emgin and Türk, 2004). Green business (environmentally sensitive business), taking the ecological environment as an important factor in decision making processes, aiming to minimize or completely eliminate the harm to the environment in its activities, in this context, design and packaging of its products, changing the production processes, the philosophy of protecting the ecological environment striving to place in the culture of society, social responsibility within the scope of the businesses that fulfill their duties towards society (Nemli, 2000). The failure of production management will make the enterprise inefficient and lead to bankruptcy in an increasingly competitive environment (Bloom et al., 2011). Nemli (2001) states that green management, taking the ecological environment as an important element in decision making processes, aiming to minimize or completely eliminate the harm to the environment in its activities and within this framework, the philosophy of protecting the ecological environment, changing the design, packaging and production processes of the products. It is defined that it as an understanding adopted by the enterprises that perform their duties towards the society within the scope of social responsibility.

Green business is an enterprise that considers the ecological environment as an important and effective element in its decision-making processes, focuses on the alternatives that will cause the least harm to the environment and completely eliminate these losses (Ceyhan & Ada, 2015). In other parts of societies, including consumers, the understanding of green is becoming more widespread. Consumers will increase their sensitivity to the environment as much as they give importance to green products and services. One of the aims of the green management brought by the green business is to change the damage to the environment and the people it gives service (Emgin and Türk, 2004).

**Competition Advantages of Green Productivity**

Industry has entered into a process of fundamental change in the direction of liberalization-privatization-globalization worldwide. This change brought about the concept of environmental impact as it increased the competition between firms (Selledurai, Nachimuta, Santhi, 2006). Sustainable development; It is a natural, physical and social approach to the future generations to ensure the rational management of natural resources and to ensure sustainable economic development by protecting human health and the natural balance. Such an approach requires that global economic and social policies should be dealt with with environmental policies at every stage of development (Toprak, 2006). Green applications are seen as complex, expensive and time consuming especially for small and medium-sized enterprises with limited time and budget (Rex, 2005). However, the enterprises polluting the environment suffer a significant loss of image and they suffer significant material and moral losses by being punished by both the laws and the society (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018). To demonstrate that green
manufacturing is an approach that reduces environmental negative impacts by means of resource saving, waste disposal, input substitution, and innovation and a great competitive advantage through productivity increase. (Üstünışık, 2014).

Green strategies suggest businesses a series of social gains. Among these, profitability can be considered as increasing efficiency, increasing consumer credibility, increasing credibility, increasing brand value, affecting employees' loyalty and trust of shareholders, making it easier to compensate for possible errors, increasing credit facilities and taking advantage of incentives by providing control advantages (Ar and Tokol, 2010). The companies that can communicate better than the consumers in the market and competitors, who can offer their green products, services and brands to the target markets within the social responsibility understanding and practices that have a commitment to ethical values can provide more competitive advantage than other enterprises (Özkaya, 2010). While producers help economic development by producing more in order to meet the needs of the society (Çetinkaya and Özceylan, 2017), they can create a competitive advantage by increasing productivity by reducing environmental negative effects by methods such as resource saving, waste disposal, input substitution of green manufacturing (Üstünışık, 2014). It has been observed that there is a significant and positive relationship between green business activities for environmental sustainability of enterprises and opportunity to enter new markets, product prices, customer satisfaction, productivity, competitiveness and sales quantity (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018).

For the adaptation to the changing world, to create a good image in the eyes of consumers and society, to use environmentally friendly production and technologies, not to pollute the environment, to develop environmentalist marketing strategies, to reduce the production costs of vehicles such as recycling and tax incentives, directs enterprises to green business practices (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018). Industrial companies face the requirements for better sustainability performance. Sustainability is essential to effectively and efficiently address environmental, social and economic concerns during the design cycle. In this way, the green market expands and green purchasing contributes to sustainable development (Fet et al., 2013). Priorities for achieving this need; is to measure the green efficiency of enterprises. Measurement provides a complete set of sensory systems to the enterprise. This thing explains the benefits and costs of the actions of the enterprise, the boundaries and opportunities of the business environment in terms of temporal and spatial distances. It helps the company understand where it stands, plans where to go and reaches the most desirable destination (Shireman, 2003). The warehouses built as green buildings provide significant savings in costs such as electricity and water, and can be effective in assessing waste. In addition, energy is used in projects related to the use of solar energy (Taha et al., 2016).
In the aspect of consumers' sensitivity to the environment, other firms have found themselves in a competitive environment in order to renew themselves and become green (Karaca, 2013). Green production activities and the opportunity to enter new markets and the company image; It was concluded that there is a significant and positive relationship between green human resources activities and the opportunity to enter new markets and productivity. (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018). The benefits of green procurement strategies in terms of operational efficiency have been determined to provide a competitive advantage (Min and Galle 1997; Ottar et al. 2009). Production of products with minimal or no environmental impact is the simplest approach for green production (Yavuz, 2010). Such efforts can increase company costs, but on the other hand they enable them to demand higher prices, obtain additional market share or both (Reinhardt, 2008), therefore it is reducing costs (Sarkis, 2006; Ar and Tokol, 2010).

It may be determined that enterprises will adopt green management strategies and will continue to manage the management phase by adhering to the green management approach and will contribute to a more successful performance of the enterprises (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018). The value of this value is directly proportional to the level of development of the country. For example, in the US, consumers were willing to pay 6.6% more for the green version of a product, while this rate was found to be 4.5% in China (Chan, 2000). Consumers are determined to pay more to buy some products because of their environmental characteristics and some to buy even more environmentally sensitive products (Peattie, 2001). It has been determined that it reduces the number of raw materials by recycling and recycling of old products and packaging (Chien and Shin, 2007). According to Hur, Kim and Yamamato; in it is essential to determine appropriate indicators to integrate both environmental and economic factors in order to measure and increase the green efficiency of the current system. These indicators should be transparent, quantitative, general applicable, in particular, measurable, not only to calculate the green efficiency of an enterprise, process or product, but also to develop an existing product or system. (Hur, Kim, and Yamamato, 2004).

Result

When the studies performed on green productivity in the global market and the green applications on the global, national, and sectorial company levels are examined, the ethics of the companies' green production activities are seen. With this purpose, they have strengthened the understanding of green management, devoted resources to develop green products, improved their understanding of green distribution and marketing, and thus tried to achieve a competitive advantage in the global market.
As a conclusion of green production activities, enterprises are able to produce green products that are environmentally sensitive and they can obtain new markets with these products (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018), where the level of education and awareness of consumers increased the preference of green products in products and applications (Vahrenkamp and Kotzab 2012) where it provides competitive advantage in the global market (Önce and Marangoz, 2012) where the green strategy practices of enterprises cause additional costs in the first place (Çelik, et al. 2016), but it provides the opportunity to save significantly like the costs of electricity and water with the warehouses built as green building. Taha et al., 2016), a significant and positive relationship between the green R & D activities and all the success indicators of the business (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018), with the innovative product designs and responsible marketing understanding (Deloitte, 2007), the company's environmentally-conscious production understanding and green products to further strengthen the image of the company (Senocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018), business activities in the implementation of the ignoring the environmental impact of financial structures and market forces may cause the weakening of time (Erginel, Özsever and Gençoğlu, 2009), green productivity with an advantage in the global market can be achieved by creating additional income to increase the welfare of an enterprise or nation has a function (Metin, 2001) results were accessed.

It is monitored that there is a significant and positive relationship between the green management activities of the enterprises for environmental sustainability and the chances of entering new markets, product prices, customer satisfaction, productivity, competitiveness and sales quantity. Green production activities and the opportunity to enter new markets and the company image; It is concluded that there is a significant and positive relationship between green human resources activities and the opportunity to enter new markets and productivity (Şenocak and Mohan Bursalı, 2018).

The resources dedicated for the environmental activities of the enterprises should be at a sufficient level considering all these advantages. Nowadays, many companies do not apply or avoid environmental activities with the concern that they will bring a financial burden to them. However, by providing resource and cost savings within the framework of the green management approach, they can gain much more profit in the long run in global markets with incentive taxes and subsidy practices for environmental protection and competitive advantage in yut. Given the fact that many countries give tax incentives to enterprises in response to environmental protection practices, green efficiency is an important element for businesses with a surplus. In addition, the company is active in the establishment of brand image in the loyalty of Çelik, et al. (2016), as indicated, additional costs can be transferred to the consumer in a transparent manner and their support can be taken. In a situation where the demand for the product is price sensitive, a lower price will encourage the consumer to take the durum green product. In case the
price is not changed, the environmental characteristics of the product should be highlighted. In cases where the price of the product is higher, attention must be made on the promotion of the product.
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XÜLASƏ

Qlobal bazarda yaşıl məhsuldarlıq və rəqabət qabiliyyətə

Əminə Kavaş

Rəqabət üstünlüyünə nail olmaq, ətraf mühit və hüquqi məsuliyyətləri yerinə yetirmək, istehlakçıların yeni bazarlar almaq üçün öz məhsullarına yaşıl etiketləmə etdirək, nüfuzlarını gücləndirirlər. Ögər ki, istehlakçılar yeni bazarlarda etməyə qərara alırsanı, məhsulun qiyməti və keyfiyyəti bu yolla daha dayanıqlı və təsirli olur. Bu səbəbdən qlobal bazarda yaşıl məhsuldarlıq faktorunun qlobal bazarda rəqabət üstünlüyünü qazanması və istehlakçıların aldıq dəyərləri artırmaq baxımından böyük bir zərurətə çevrilmişdir. İstehlakçılar istər iqtisadi, siyasi və ekoloji təzyiqlər səbabəndən hər keçən gün ətraf mühitə hassaslıq göstərən məhsullar və aplikasiyalar nümayiş etdirirlər. Qlobal marketdə, yaşıl məhsuldarlıq rəqabət avantajına etdiyi təsirinə təsirlikdən vacibdir. Bu məqalədə, yaşıl məhsuldarlıqla bağlı qlobal, milli, sektoral səviyyədə tədqiq edilən yaşıl aplikasiyaların araşdırılması nəzərdə tutulmuşdur.

Tədqiqatın sonunda müəssisələrin yaşıl məhsuldarlıq üçün sərmayə qoymalarının vacib olduğu qənaətinin alınması və qlobal bazarda bu səhəyə qoyulan investisiyaların etibarlıq yaratması ilə rəqabət üstünlüyünü almaq və təsirli olmaları, istehsal olunan məhsullar daha da məhsuldar səviyyəsində gətirilir.

Açar sözlar: məhsuldarlıq, yaşıl məhsuldarlıq, Qlobal bazar, Qlobal bazarda yaşıl məhsuldarlıq
РЕЗЮМЕ

Зеленая производительность и конкурентоспособность на мировом рынке

Емине Каваш

Добиваясь конкурентного преимущества, выполняя экологические и юридические обязательства, производители укрепляют свою репутацию для выхода на новые рынки, посредством зеленой маркировки своей продукции. Если потребители решают завоевывать новые рынки, то при этом цена и качество продукта бывают более устойчивыми и эффективными. По этой причине устойчивость и зеленая производительность стали основной необходимостью для получения конкурентного преимущества на мировом рынке и повышения потребительской ценности. Потребители в связи с экономическим, политическим и экологическим давлением ежедневно демонстрируют экологически чистые продукты и приложения. На мировом рынке важно оценить влияние зеленой производительности на конкурентное преимущество. В этой статье рассматриваются зеленые приложения, исследуемые на глобальном, национальном и отраслевом уровнях, связанные с зеленой производительностью. В конечном итоге исследования был сделан вывод о важности капиталовложений в зеленую производительность, достижения конкурентного преимущества путем созданием доверия капиталовложениями в эту сферу на мировом рынке, повышения производительного уровня производимой продукции.

Ключевые слова: производительность, зеленая производительность, глобальный рынок, зеленая производительность на мировом рынке.